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CHALLENGING TIMES
FOR THE SMEs

ISO System
Working For You?

Greetings from Prof. Dato’ Dr. Chua Hock Hoo
Managing Partner of Cheng & Co Group.
A combination of stiff global competition and tough economic conditions
has posed daunting challenges for the growth of businesses in various
industries. Nonetheless, there are those who seem to be defying these
obstacles with their continued presence in the market with new products and
services during these challenging times. This can be largely attribued to
these organizations’ commitment and resolve to constantly drive their
businesses through innovation.
The importance of innovation cannot be stressed enough for businesses to
stay competitive in today’s creative era, and to be able to evolve and adapt to
changing times. Yet there are those who find it rather difficult to overcome
certain unique challenges on their own. Many businessmen excel at
generating new products, ideas and even spurring innovation but often
struggle to commercialise them, which is an important piece of the puzzle to
gain success in the marketplace.
During our last year’s Annual Cheng & Co Conference, we had presented
solutions for organisations to take innovative measures towards managing
their businesses, through its subsidiary company, Pro B Centre Sdn Bhd –
a One-Stop destination for the most sought after Shared Services
Outsourcing (SSO) facilities. Pro B offers a new sustainable business model
for 100 locations which includes our CC International Network which
covers Malaysia, Singapore, Western Australia, China, and Hong Kong. This
is a continuous service to develop not just their products and brands but also
workforce, training and development, accounting and finance, and many
more. Pro B’s objectives are mainly to help companies achieve business
success, operational cost efficiency and human capital effectiveness.

The conference also features Kaplan Financial – the United Kingdom’s
leading education and training establishment – providing insights into its
state-of-the-art Live Online courses which can be pursued from any
location with internet access. In this regard, we are working closely with
ICAEW – International Chartered Accountants body from England which
Cheng & Co has been awarded as Authorised Training Employer in early
2015. We believe the staffs will now be able to experience state-of-the-art
learning facilities, attain the highest accountancy qualifications and
professional development this industry has to offer, and also look forward to
building an exciting and highly promising career together with Cheng & Co.
Of equal significance at this event was the presentation on the
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. The ERP’s operational
innovation and data integration has transformed the way businesses are
conducted and it is widely hailed as an important business growth engine.
Looking back into our firm’s origin from this standpoint is a great way to get
inspired to move to the next phase of our corporate development –
Innovation. Most managers are short-term focused, risk averse, and have a
command control style while innovators need to think long-term, be
comfortable with ambiguity, be willing to take risk and leverage other
people’s knowledge and competence. To be a great leader, we need to think
both short-term and long-term, take incremental risk and breakthrough risk,
disciplined and creative.
As being a sustainable business growth company, we have to move forward
to start our Innovation journey to increase our business in this challenging
environment.
Lastly, I would like to take this opportunity to wish you all a Happy Chinese
New Year 2016 and Gong Xi Fa Cai. May the Year of Monkey be prosperous
to all.

Cheng & Co

Cheng & Co
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Cheng & Co Member Firm
Mr Lam Kwai Soon

Tax Director of Cheng & Co Taxation Sdn Bhd

Cheng & Co Group had just finished holding its 2015 Annual
Cheng & Co Conference together with the 20th Anniversary celebration
of Indah Group last October in Lumut. The theme for this year’s
Conference was “Innovation”. Many people are wondering how Innovation could be related to a professional practitioner firm like Cheng & Co
Group which is not in the mobile phone or computer industries.
Business environment nowadays especially in the business world to be
innovative does not mean that you must be an inventor such as Thomas
Edison. One of the quotes by Thomas Edison “There is a way to do it
better, find it”, which is very inspiring it can be a way of doing business,
thinking or a way of getting things done for clients etc. In view of the
ever-fast changing environment, “Innovation” is very important for
business organizations, for instance let’s take a look at e-commerce where
its conveniences, accessibility and time effectiveness, and alternatives to
the consumers created the success story of Alibaba.com. The evolution of
combination of multimedia applications with the mobile phone has made
Apple to be able to beat the mobile phone giant, Nokia which was the
world’s top mobile phone manufacturer in just a decade ago.
We must act fast to grab the first opportunity immediately without hesitation especially in the professional practice where the ever changing
accounting standards, income tax legislations, the introduction of the new
companies act and the newly implemented Goods & Services Tax (GST)
in Malaysia makes the public practitioners not able to cope it alone and no
longer a master of all fields. Those who are not able to adapt to the fast
pace environment they will be sooner or later be abandoned by the market.
Last year, when Malaysia was preparing to implement GST in Malaysia,
there were some public practitioners who were not willing to accept the
changes and informing their clients that they do not provide GST services
ended up majority of the clients had shifted to other practitioners.
It is a foreseeable consequences as GST is inter-related to accounting and
relevant to audit and income tax as well.

Article contributed by:
Mr Lam Kwai Soon - Tax Director of Cheng & Co Taxation Sdn Bhd

Without the GST services, it will not be a total solution to the clients.
Being public practitioners are not an easy task especially to those
sole-proprietors or young practitioners who just started their own business they have to keep themselves abreast of all the technical changes
in accounting, tax, GST, companies laws etc. and simultaneously managing the day-to-day operation of the firms, attending meetings with
clients, planning and undertaking business development.
Cheng & Co is looking at all this phenomenon and development positively in this globalization era as there are an abundance of possibilities
and opportunities while we had been continuously exploring opportunities to work together with other professionals with the understanding
that there is no forever competitor but forever mutual interest and benefits. Instead of competitions, we are exploring the collaborations for
long term interest and development with other practitioners.
We have come out a concept of Cheng & Co Member Firm which is a
business model that help those sole-proprietors or young entrepreneurs
who wish to start with their own practices but lack of technicality base
and human resources in taxation.
Cheng & Co Member Firm is not a branch of Cheng & Co but a
platform of technical supports provided by Cheng & Co to the member
firm. The features of the Cheng & Co Member Firm are as below:•

Not the branch of Cheng & Co Group

•

Separate entity and Cheng & Co
does not hold equity of ownership

•

Cheng & Co does not control
the management of that entity (member firm)

•

Cheng & Co only provide technical support services

•

The clients belongs to that entity and not belongs to Cheng & Co
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Cheng & Co is looking at all this phenomenon and development positively in this globalization era as there are an abundance of possibilities and
opportunities while we had been continuously exploring opportunities to
work together with other professionals with the understanding that there
is no forever competitor but forever mutual interest and benefits. Instead
of competitions, we are exploring the collaborations for long term interest
and
development
with
other
practitioners.
We have come out a concept of Cheng & Co Member Firm which is a
business model that help those sole-proprietors or young entrepreneurs
who wish to start with their own practices but lack of technicality base
and
human
resources
in
taxation.
Cheng & Co Member Firm is not a branch of Cheng & Co but a platform
of technical supports provided by Cheng & Co to the member firm. The
features of the Cheng & Co Member Firm are as below:• Not the branch of Cheng & Co Group
• Separate entity and Cheng & Co does not hold equity of ownership
• Cheng & Co does not control the management of that entity (member firm)
• Cheng & Co only provide technical support services
• The clients belongs to that entity and not belongs to Cheng & Co

Cheng & Co will provide a Cloud based tax computation systems for the Member Firm to prepare the tax
computations and tax return. Cheng & Co will review
the tax computations and completing the submissions.

The advantages of the Cloud based systems includes:•
•
•
•
•

Accessibility anywhere anytime where the location is not an issue.
Achieving synergy and economy of scale by pooling the human resources in different locations.
Better customers’ relationship development, communications and services
where the tax computations and analysis of expenses can be done at clients’ office.
Enhancing the effectiveness and efficiency.
The flexibility of shortened time frame of tax computation preparations.

The business models will provide a good technical supports platform for the sole-proprietors public practitioners and the young practitioners so
that they can focus on business development and customers’ relationship management.
It is with great pleasure to announce that there are two public practices who have agreed to join us as Cheng & Co Member Firm and they are
Six Consulting Group and Mr. Teo Yang Peng. We strongly believe that with this collaboration we will be able to achieve to a greater height of
sustainable growth and development, and looking forward that more practitioners will join us.
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Article contributed by:
Mr Lam Kwai Soon - Tax Director of Cheng & Co Taxation Sdn Bhd

GST
Are we Moving Forward?

Bryan Lew

Corporate Development & GST Project Director

Article featured in Franchise Asia Vol 27, 2015.

Believe it or not Malaysia Goods and Services Tax (GST) has been here
for more than six months since its implementation on 1st April this year
and our economy has been changing tremendously over the past few
months; good and bad as some may see it. However, moving forward is
quite a task for the local SMEs especially retailers. In contrast, at least
business owners who opt to become a franchisee will have a head start in
the business compare to newbies as they will have exclusive rights in
selling and branding factor.
However, it appears as though times appear to be worse for the Malaysian
economy and with the recent report issued by the Malaysia Retailers
Association (MRA) back in July this year where the MRA has lowered the
projected retail sales growth rate in 2015 for the third time from 4.9% to
4% as consumers have been holding back their spending due to higher
cost of living, a weak ringgit and higher cost of doing business. Even
some news is circulating before the GST implementation regarding the
price of certain products or services will be much expensive when GST is
implemented thus affecting the consumer spending and their sentiments.
Consumer sentiment is indeed crucial as a lot has been focused on the
uncertainties of the products and services pricing before and after GST.
Although there are a lot of efforts in educating the public by the
Government and the enforcement of the Anti-Profiteering Act to ensure
the retailers are not selling their products or services in an exorbitant
price, it seems the consumer are remaining skeptic on this.
Some of the reasons may be due to the insufficient education and
guidance to the business owners as GST is indeed burdening them in
terms of administration, hunting for suitable GST-software, GST rules
and regulations, and book-keeping which in turns affecting the operating
cost of doing business. When operating cost is high, it will affect the retail
price and this will chase the consumer to go to the competitor who is able
to sell the same product at a cheaper rate while the other consumer may
not want to purchase at all.

Article contributed by:
Bryan Lew - Corporate Development & GST Project Director
Jack Wong - Senior Tax Manager & GST Consultant

Retailers need to understand how to set their pricing especially after the
implementation of GST and without getting penalised under the
Anti-Profiteering Act. Cheng & Co have been providing necessary GST
consultancy to help the business retailers in implementing GST not only
software compliances but also understanding the cost factor affected from
purchases with GST and other overhead costs that is affected by GST. All
these can be claimed back as GST input tax upon finalizing the GST
returns to the Royal Malaysian Customs (RMC) only if the retailers are
GST-registered. However, managing the cost can be bit hectic and
involved more administrative works.
Credit management will be one of the elements which retailers need to
monitor closely. Whether it is a credit given by the supplier or to the
consumer, the GST portion from the sales has to be paid to the RMC once
the invoices have been billed regardless whether the payment has been
received from the consumer. Franchisor or franchisee has to be aware of
these as some business transactions do involved credit and when badly
managed the effect can be huge.
Another extension from the credit management to look out for is the GST
Bad Debt Adjustment. Those suppliers who are supplying on credit to
their customer since 1st April and have not receive any payment from
them after six months, are compulsory to claim back the paid GST output
tax derived from the sales as GST input tax. However, these must be monitored closely with GST-compliance software and the accountants must be
well-trained in both GST credit management and GST Planning. GST
Planning must be well understand by the accountants in order to manage
the 21 days rules, gifts rules, employee benefits and so on which will
affect the payment of GST output tax. Cheng & Co will be providing
seminars on GST Accounting, GST Planning, & GST Audit Seminar soon
to guide the business owners on the GST technical issue.
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Jack Wong

Senior Tax Manager & GST Consultant

Article featured in Franchise Asia Vol 27, 2015.

Weakened ringgit also spells trouble and placing the retailers at a vulnerable spot especially to those franchisee’s retailers who get their products
via import. Moreover, the retailers will have to first incur some cost where
the imported products will also be GST-taxable unless specified under
GST Zero-Rated or GST Exempted supplies. In contrary, it can be seen in
another perspective where franchisor is encouraged to sell their franchise
out of Malaysia as there is no GST charged for exporting goods and with
the current slump of Malaysian ringgit, we can see them doing fairly well
and not much affected by the GST. In this current situation, potential franchisee needs to look for local franchisor and encourage more usage of
local products rather than imported products as these can be alternative
choice for consumers as imported products will be much expensive due to
weakened ringgit and with additional GST as well.

Cheng & Co would like to remind any potential franchisee and the
franchisor, if the annual gross sales turnover exceeds RM500k the businesses are required to be GST-registered. However in the franchise issue,
we may see there is a need for the franchisor or franchisee to be
GST-registered if one of them is registered as to maintain the consistency
in terms of pricing. It would be awkward if a consumer pays two different
prices for the same brand but different in terms of franchise with either
one of them are GST-registered while the other is not. Moreover, it is
highly recommended for those franchise to be GST-registered as they can
claim back the GST input tax incurred from their purchases, expenses,
franchise fee, and royalty fee.

With the current economy flow, local franchisor must poured in more
effort in strengthening their brand and seize the opportunity to encourage
and attract potential franchisee to buy the franchise. GST regulations must
be adhered to and system compliances must be made effortlessly simple
for the franchisee to follow as franchisee may not want to be at risk of
penalty. Franchise fee and royalty’s payment to franchisor must be stipulated clearly in the agreement as both are GST-taxable at 6%. However,
some materials may or may not GST-taxable and must refer to the GST
Zero-Rated and GST Exempted Supplies Listings. (To have a glimpse on
how the Malaysia GST model works.

Feel free to call us up on how to get your GST-hiccups cured @ 03-7984 8988
or email us at customerservice@chengco.com.my for more information.
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Article featured in Franchise Asia Vol 27, 2015.

Article contributed by:
Bryan Lew - Corporate Development & GST Project Director
Jack Wong - Senior Tax Manager & GST Consultant

Wong Kit Ming

Big changes from
PERS to MPERS
1st January 2016
For SME

Senior Audit Manager of Cheng & Co Melaka

BIG CHANGES FROM PERS TO MPERS 1ST JANUARY 2016 FOR SME
Lots of Small Medium Enterprises (SME) are not aware on the changes in the accounting standards starting from financial year end beginning on
and after 1st January 2016. All companies which are using the Private Entity Reporting standards (PERS) will need to follow the new reporting
framework known as Malaysian Private Entity Reporting Standard (MPERS).
The major changes, among others, are as follows:
PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
MPERS changes the name for the balance sheet and profit and loss statement.
Under MPERS, the component of financial statements comprises statements of financial position, comprehensive income, changes in equity, cash
flows and notes.
There will be a choice of one continuous statement or two separate statements for presentation of comprehensive income. A new requirement to
segregate items of “OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (OCI)” into those that may or may not be reclassified to profit or loss.
Attribution to owners and non-controlling interests to be shown separately.
FUNCTIONAL CURRENCY (Section 30)
The requirements are similar to MFRS 121. Introduce the concept of functional and presentation currency. The presentation currency can be in any
currency or currencies, which may not necessarily be the same as the functional currency.
There will be no option of using contracted or forward rate for unsettled monetary items and to capitalise exchange differences in related asset.
Furthermore, there will be no distinction of integral operations and foreign entities. An integral operation would automatically have the same functional currency of the reporting entity.
Due to the above, only one translation method i.e. the closing rate method is prescribed for all foreign operations.
Consideration need to be given to:
• treatment of goodwill
• fair value adjustments must be treated as assets and liabilities of the foreign operation
• Recognising gain or loss on disposal of a foreign asset or liabilities.
• The Malaysia Inland Revenue Board has also issued Guidance for tax purpose addressing the MPERS standard above.

Article contributed by:
Wong Kit Ming - Senior Audit Manager of Cheng & Co Melaka
Wong Kim Yoong - Audit Principal of Cheng & Co
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FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS:
RECOGNITION MEASUREMENT
AND HEDGE ACCOUNTING
MPERS introduce the new terminology of the financial instruments in the
financial statements, which is similar to those used in Malaysian Financial
Reporting Standards (MFRS).

An accounting policy choice is provided for private entities to apply the
requirements of Sections 11 & 12 in full, or the recognition and
measurement requirements of MFRS 139 [S11.2].

Section 11 deals with basic instruments and these include:

Wong Kim Yoong

• cash

Audit Principal of Cheng & Co

• debt instruments (such as receivables and payables)

• commitments to receive loans (with specified conditions)

• investments in non-convertible preference shares and non-insertable
ordinary shares or preference shares [S11.8].

Derivatives and other complex financial instruments are dealt with under Section 12. Derivatives are off balance sheet items under PERS.
Section 12 also provides for the option (not mandatory) of hedge accounting to recognise off-setting gains and losses of hedging instruments and
hedged items in profit of loss. The criteria for hedge accounting are similar to those in MFRS 139.
The application of hedge accounting is limited to:

• interest rate risk of debt instruments measured at amortised cost

• foreign exchange or interest rate risk in a firm commitment or a highly probable forecast transaction

• price risk of a commodity or in a firm commitment or highly probable forecast transaction to purchase or sell a commodity
• foreign exchange risk in a net investment in a foreign operation
INVESTMENT PROPERTY (IP)

Subsequent measurement of an IP whose fair value can be measured reliably without undue cost or effort, shall be measured at fair value through
profit or loss (includes interest in a leased property).

All other IP shall be accounted for as PPE using the depreciated cost model [S16.7].
Measurement is not subjected to a consistent policy choice.

We at Cheng & Co are able to assist you on the transition from PERS to MPERS by providing technical solutions and training and development to
you and your staffs. We will be conducting a series of trainings which the dates will be published in our website, notifications through email to our
clients and our Connection newsletter‘s subscribers.

Please feel free to contact us at 03-7984 8988 for more information.
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Article contributed by:
Wong Kit Ming - Senior Audit Manager of Cheng & Co Melaka
Wong Kim Yoong - Audit Principal of Cheng & Co

Innovation
of Women
Leadership

Ms Tay Lee Hoon

Branch Director of Cheng & Co Melaka

In today’s organization more than half of the employees at the lowest
level are women however, as women climbs up the corporate ladder
reaching CEO level they steadily vanish, leaving only 3% - 5%. But that
does not mean women are not capable to handle high ranking position in
the corporate world. According to a study which has been conducted
comprehensively by Pittsburgh-based human resources consulting firm
finds that the companies that perform best financially have the greatest
numbers of women in leadership roles, in the companies that have the top
20% of financial performance, 27% of leaders are women. Among the
bottom 20% of financial performers, only 19% of leaders are women.
Agreeing on the study conducted, our government had set at least 30% of
the decision-making positions in both public and private sectors are to be
filled by women.
It has been answered clearly just now and it’s impossible to respect, value
and admire great leadership if you cannot identify what makes a great
leader however, statistics still shows that women involvement in the
business world is still relatively low. A research from Weber Shandwick
showed that it is just 5% of U.S. FORTUNE 500 and 4% of FTSE
companies are run by women. On a global basis, it is only 9% of CEOs
and managing directors are women. In Malaysia, it is regrettable to hear
that from our Prime Minister Datuk Seri Najib Abdul Razak that there are
only 16% Malaysian women only make up for the boards of public
companies.
As some women continue to climb upward trajectory in the corporate
world, they have yet to be fully appreciated for their unique quality and
abilities which they bring to their workplace. In Cheng & Co Group,
there are 10 core partners which all are men as for Divisional Partners,
women only cover approximately 1/3 of the total. Knowing the figure,
we need to grow more women to take up important roles as decision
makers in C-level position and to have a well-balanced and innovative
structure.
Women nowadays must not be afraid of the responsibility; as if you
choose to be a woman leader you must believe the traits and abilities you
have acquired through experience which help builds your mindset and
lead you towards your goal. As action always aligned to what you think,
when come to a junction where you have to make a tough decision
women must hold tightly to your initial dream with passion.
I would like to share with you all about the Secrets of the World’s Most
Powerful Women by Arianna Huffington. In her book, she stated that
“while all mothers deal with feelings of guilt, working mothers are
plagued by guilt on steroids!

Article by
Ms Tay Lee Hoon - Branch Director of Cheng & Co Melaka
Innovation of Women Leadership

Fearlessness is like a muscle. I know from my own life that the more
I exercise it the more natural it becomes to not let my fears run me.
Our current obsession with creativity is the result of our continued
striving for immortality in an era when most people no longer believe in
an after-life.
You can have it all — just not at the same time. Prioritizing what matters
in any given moment.
As a working mother, I went through the same feeling of guilt in 2008
when I have to perform my task as a newly promoted Assistant Manager
in the office and a mother at home. My life is in a dilemma as I cannot
give my full concentration at that time ended up I have to consult my
Manager. What he told me really inspire me to move on as we cannot be
perfect although decision have been made. We just have to find the
balance between work and life in order to achieve ultimate satisfaction
by giving out our best.
When a choice is made, ensuring the successful execution is utmost
important in women leadership. Planning a balance lifestyle between
work and personal life is essential and I would suggest maximizing our
working hour during weekdays and enjoying the weekends with family
members. For those with kids, consider employing a maid if affordable
otherwise consider other alternatives such as nursery school or get your
family members, relatives, friends or neighbours for assistance.
Another milestone to achieve in order to move forward is self-valuation.
Understanding one-self is a way to know your weaknesses and improve
on your strength. You may use 360 º Reach to get to know yourself
through a survey and consolidate similar brand attributes into brand
personas and organize the skills into leadership competencies.
Remember, as a women we ought to see women leadership as:
W
Work Life Balance
O
Opportunity
M
Motivation & Innovation
E
Enthusiasm
N
Nurture Leadership
So finally, you think you be a Women Leadership? Yes, of course as
It's your CHOICE to be a Women Leadership.
It’s your DESIRE to make your path through.
It’s your DREAM make yourself different.
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Cheng & Co
Member Firm

There are over 30,000 accountants in Malaysia and most of them are
either in SMPs or in commercial sector while a small percentage is in the
academia. The roles of accountants are often forgotten and not well
understood until the recent Malaysia GST implementation; however the
importance of the role of an accountant in ensuring the quality and
safeguarding the integrity of financial reporting cannot be overly
emphasized. Currently at this juncture of entering the year 2016, a
well-planned budget is an utmost important task and whenever the
budget is plan out we will always identify the elements that would affect
the figure, likewise the main focus shall always be maximizing income
and incurring less expenses.With the recent economy slowdown coupled
with GST implementation and weakened Ringgit, the SMPs are also
facing huge challenges due to rising cost and also market competition to
attract new clients while maintaining the standards of service for the
existing clients and keeping up with the new regulations and standards.
Failure to do so, SMPs may be phase out or retiring from the business.

Mr Teo Yang Zhi

Business Development Manager
of Pro B Centre Sdn Bhd

What is the future and solutions for the SMPs in Malaysia?
To maintain relevant and stay in the business will be through working
together through teamwork in Member Firm initiatives.
As of now, there are quite a number of regulations - Financial Reporting
Standards, Tax regulations and now GST regulations - and recommended
standards to adhere and practitioners are required to attend the courses,
understanding the subject, debrief and train the staffs. It is time consuming and much effort has to be poured in to drive on in order to meet the
outcome – from FRS to PERS and now MPERS. Sufficient knowledge
updates are essential to run a SMP well. In Cheng & Co Group, we take
up this role under our Leadership Centre flagship to help our staffs to
achieve a minimum of 40 Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
points by providing the best platform to get all the necessary training
they needed. We have been setting up various training for their continuous improvements and develop them as our future leaders. In our recent
Cheng & Co Conference, we have successfully announced our partnership with KAPLAN to provide professional training in a fully interactive
virtual classroom with full range of study materials, assessments and
mock exams to keep track of the progress. Together with KAPLAN in
our Professional Entrepreneur Programme, we can help build more
accountants which is in line with Malaysia’s Economic Transformation
Programme (ETP) to double up the number of 30,000 accountants to
60,000 accountants in year 2020. Most importantly, we can see it in a
way to achieve our Cheng & Co’s 100 member firms goal.
We have also successfully launched Pro B Centre Sdn Bhd recently a few MSC status recognized company in providing Shared Services
Outsourcing (SSO) in Malaysia. As we are oozing in to the Technology
Era using cloud-based services and VPN to help managing and supporting our branch and member firm technically, our SSO team works closely to support internally and externally and provide services such as
Accounting and Finance, Monthly Payroll Processing, Performance
Measurement, KPI Bonus Scheme for Employees, Human Resource
Compliance System, Time Attendance System, Online Leave Management System, and Training and Development Management. This will
create a pathway for the growing SMEs to push some of the operations
such as Human Resource and Finance to SSO provider while they are
concentrating in growing the businesses.
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The general concept of member and associate firm are common in the
market. In order to differentiate ourself, Cheng & Co Group applies SSO
strength and experiences to help our member and associate firms to grow
the business together as a group. My first personal experience with
Cheng & Co. Group was 9 years ago when I first joined Cheng & Co’s
Melaka branch office and established Cheng & Co’s Johor Bahru branch
office a year later with one of our Core-Partner Mr. Chua Hock Peng.
In these eight years, I have realized to start up a new firm by one’s own
strength is tough. Fortunately, Cheng & Co. Group has a team of management that has foresight to the future of professional practitioner firm
and structural team of specialist whom can help each other in all manners. We have faced problems which the SMPs are facing nowadays such
as standardizing workflows, quality controls, staff grading, software
implementation, KPIs, BSC into Cheng & Co. Group and summarized in
which the road of transforming is not easy and painful.
After a business has been established, the next concern will be how to
step out from the business. This is also one of the concerns as there will
be some who wish to retire and with the strength of a group, we have
structured our relevant companies under CC International Bhd. In a mere
short future, we will be offering the shares to the right person with certain
criteria and the structure will ensure the succession planning a lot easier.
I have accepted the challenge of stepping out from as a branch manager
in Cheng & Co’s Johor Bahru branch office to take up the Marketing
Development Manager’s portfolio to Pro B Centre Sdn. Bhd for I know
there are SMPs that shares the same vision and passion with Cheng &
Co. Group. We are searching for people who can join us together and
unleash the strength of teamwork and SSO. We believe by working with
the SMPs in the market, together we will be the Leading Home-Grown
International Accounting Firm.

Article contributed by:
Mr Teo Yang Zhi - Business Development Manager of Pro B Centre Sdn Bhd

BUDGET 2016
CHALLENGING TIMES
FOR THE SMEs

Bryan Lew

Corporate Development & GST Project Director

Article featured in Franchise Asia Vol 29, 2016.

The recent Malaysian Budget 2016 on 23rd October 2015 with the theme
“Prospering the Rakyat” is the first budget announced under the 11th
Malaysian Plan and was announced by our Prime Minister, Datuk Seri
Najib Razak. It sees the increase of RM3.2 million in our estimated revenue of RM225.7 million in Budget 2016 compared last year. As for the
expenditure, the budget allocates a total of RM267.2 billion compared
with the revised RM260.7 billion in 2015. Of this amount, RM215.2
billion is for Operating Expenditure and RM52 billion for Development
Expenditure.
For all intents and purposes, it is a budget where the economic sector is
focusing carefully hoping that there will be some relieve for them especially the SMEs and most importantly, how to expand their business in
this challengingly wide arena. The economic sector receive the highest
share of RM30.1 billion from the Development Expenditure of RM52
billion and the Budget is said to premise on striking a balance between the
Capital Economy and People Economy.
It is well understood based on the current slow moving of economic due
to the low spending of consumer in the past few months up to now
coupled with the current weakened ringgit together with the recent
implementation of Goods and Services Tax (GST) on this April 2015, the
Budget is hoping to strengthen back the economy and encouraging the
SMEs to grow intensively. The budget acknowledges that the SMEs
indeed an important role in developing business and the Government is
expecting the GDP growth rate from the SMEs will be at 41% by 2020.
Therefore, five initiatives have been introduced and will be undertaken:
First:

Provide an additional RM1 billion for the Shariah-compliant
SME Financing Scheme until 31 December 2017 with the
Government subsidising 2% of the financing profit rate;

Fourth: Establish a RM200 million SME Technology Transformation
Fund under the SME Bank to provide soft loans at 4%; and
Fifth:

RM18 million to expand the Small Retailer Transformation
Programme (TUKAR) and Automotive Workshop
Modernisation (ATOM) projects.

Apart from the five initiatives, there are a few points worth to take note
from the Budget 2016. It seems that the budget focuses a lot on improving
the infrastructure and transportation especially in the capital of Kuala
Lumpur, Selangor and Klang area. Reducing traffic congestion, improving transportation facilities, possibility of constructing a coastal highway,
and upgrading of airports can be seen as one of the key point to ease the
current heavily congested capital city and to ensure the economy may
grow rapidly by encouraging SMEs and well-known brand chain franchise to setup more businesses in the capital city.
Retailers are seen to be the main focus here to ensure more tourist are
attracted to Malaysia as the Government is targeting 30.5 million tourists
which expected to contribute RM103 billion to the economy. Franchisee
should take this opportunity to expand their brand to strengthen their
platform by influencing the buying power of the tourists before tackling
overseas franchise. To facilitate the tourists visiting Malaysia, the Government will implement E-Visa by mid-2016. To benefit further of the
current ringgit currency and in efforts to attract more tourists, 100%
income tax exemption on statutory income for tour operators will be
extended from year of assessment 2016 until 2018. These are certainly
good news to the tour operators and hopefully by 2016 the retailers will
recover from the recent declination of purchasing power of Malaysian’s
consumers due to the recent toll hikes and a few price increased.

Second: Allocate RM107 million for the SME Blueprint to provide funds
for entities at various stages of business development;
Third: Allocate RM60 million for the Entrepreneurs Acceleration Scheme,
and SME Capacity and Capability Enhancement Scheme;
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SMEs and the local franchise industry must try to keep their cost checked
to avoid any possible price increase unless necessary, to keep the consumer from leaving. Selling of local Malaysian products are encouraged to
avoid any increased of cost due to importation of goods and services as
these will attract higher GST due to the current weakened Ringgit. Proper
planning of cost management and cash flow management are extremely
important to maintain the businesses.
With GST implemented, SMEs and the local franchise industry have been
advised to expand by exploring into the possibilities of exporting their
products or services into international market. As exporting will be
charged 0% in terms of GST and the current level of Malaysian currency,
it is a good news that a sum of RM235 million will be allocated to MATRADE for 1Malaysia Promotion Programme; Services Export Fund and
Export Promotion Fund. The SMEs are encourage to tackle the China
market and the Bank Negara will be providing the Ringgit-Renminbi
credit swap facility for local banks in order to diversify the use of foreign
currency in trade transactions.
Currently, SMEs are eligible to claim income tax exemption of 10% or
15% of the value of increase in exports and to further increase exports,
SMEs now are given flexibility to comply with the value-add condition
that is from 30% to 20% and from 50% to 40% for manufactured products. The Budget is giving flexibility for years of assessment 2016 to
2018.

In another separate matter, local SMEs have to take this revised provision
of penalty seriously in order to avoid possible penalised by the authorities.
With the current revision of penalty of non-filing of tax return Form C,
there is an extension from Budget 2015 which was RM200 – Rm20,000
penalty on offender to Budget 2016 which is RM200 – RM20,000 for first
year non submission and RM1,000 – RM20,000 for non-submission of
more than two years. Apart from that, initially there is no penalty for
disclosing wrong info in tax return Form C but with the recent proposal
we will be seeing a penalty of RM200 – RM20,000 coming into operation
of the Act.
In this challenging times for the SMEs and the local franchise industry,
Cheng & Co have been waiting to see the business owners to grow not
only in Malaysia but internationally and with the recent implementation
of GST this year, it forced the businesses to look for opportunities beyond
the bad times and to move forward. We know in these desperate times,
proper guidance and professional advice must be provided, Cheng & Co
as one of the largest home grown Accounting Firm in Malaysia are able to
understand the needs and the uncertainties especially GST, faced by the
business owners especially SMEs and the franchise industry on how to
further strengthen and expand their business.

With the current market flowing towards an increasingly liberalized
global market, it requires Malaysian SMEs to move beyond national
boundaries. We will be seeing soon enough where the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) will take place in the near future. SMEs and the local franchise industry should take this opportunity and prepared themselves to
utilize the market access opportunity as soon as possible.
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Is Your ISO System Working For You?
The Reality of ISO

The term ISO triggers different reactions from different people. For all its good intentions, I am saddened by
the cruel reality of the negative impression of ISO by many people. Is it due to its design or a result of poor
implementation? The ISO 9000 series of standards for Quality Management System was first published in 1987
(First Version).
Today, 28years later, it is much talked about, yet not well understood!
It has now been widely adopted, but very much under-utilized. Many certified organizations failed to benefit
from the true spirit and potential for which the standard is designed. Misconceptions abound!
In this issue of S.H.E. updates, let’s explore how we can optimize the power of ISO 9001 Quality Management
System implementation.

Well Kam
Cheng & Co
Leadership Director

An Overview ISO

ISO stands for the International Organization for Standardization which the Worldwide Federation of National Standards Bodies
is also known as ISO member bodies.
Various International standards (ISO Standards) have been published to help businesses and organizations with relevant benchmark standards globally.
The common ISO Standards and their core applications:ISO 9001

Quality Management System (QMS) for General Application

ISO 14001

Environmental Management System (EMS)

ISO 13485

QMS for Medical Devices

ISO / TS 16949

QMS / Technical Standards for Automotive Industry

ISO 22000

Food Safety Management System

ISO 17025
ISO 28000
ISO 50001

General Requirements for the Competence of Testing and Calibration Laboratories
Security Management System for the Supply Chain
Energy Management System

How to make Quality Happen with ISO 9001?
1.

2.

Right understanding and Right Concept
ISO9001 is a generic standard that sets out the requirements for a Quality Management System
and are intended to be applicable to all organizations regardless of type, size, product and service provided.
Do not have the misconception that it is only applicable to manufacturing concerns.
Internally within an organization, it applies to all levels and functions!
Top Management Commitment
Your commitment to ISO as Top Management will determine the commitment of others in the organization.
Demonstrate commitment to the organization’sQuality Policy consistently.
2.1
Know your “Why”?
ISO 9001 Quality Management System implemented effectively can help your business / organization to be more
efficient and improve Customer Satisfaction!
Improve Internal Processes
(Efficiency)

Enhance Internal
Customer Satisfaction

Ensuring External
Customer Satisfaction

9001 as the basic tools for improvement and growth!
2.2
Integrated Approach
Focus on achieving customer satisfaction as part of Quality Policy based on an integrated
approach. The strategic implementation of ISO 9001 can be more effectively achieved by
using the VA’s Integrated approach:-
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The foregoing integrated approach summarizes and covers the gist of requirements of ISO 9001.
This can be easily understood when you examine the requirements of the recently published ISO 9001:2015 Standards.
From clause 4 to clause 10, the key requirements can be mapped into the three integrated aspects.

a) “Customer satisfaction” covers customer focus, customer communication, customer satisfaction and improvement.
b) “Total Commitment” deals with context of organization, leadership and commitment,
quality policy, organization roles, responsibilities and authorities, resources and operations!
c) “Continual Improvement and Sustainability” focuses on developing and ensuring capability for sustainable growth!
Key elements include:•
•
•
•
•

Planning (Quality Objectives and Planning for Change)
People and competency development
Internal audit
Non-conformity and corrective action
Actions to address risks and opportunities.

The evolution of the ISO 9001 standards since 1987 till the recently published ISO 9001:2015
demonstrates the commitment to the spirit of continual improvement to satisfy the expectation of its users!
Let’s move beyond ISO compliance to ISO Optimization!
i) Strive for Continuous Quality Improvement from and beyond the basics

Quality Planning

Quality Control

Quality
Improvement

ii) Master and Skillfully apply “PDCA” Methodology
With the forgoing approach, you can look forward to ISO 9001:2015
Standards as a perfect chance for enhancement and take your ISO System to the next level.

A

ct
• To standardize or
improve

C

heck
•Review whether
plan is on track
(Analyse &
Conclude).

P

lan
• What do you
want to
accomplish?

D

o
• Carry out your
plan (Execute).

emailusenquiry@vapartners.com.my
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CSR Activities:
• Cheng & Co Foundation
• Balance Score Card (BSC)
• GST Registration
• GST Consultancy
• GST-03 Review
• GST Training
• GST Accounting
• GST Planning
• GST Audit

SSO

Shared Service Outsourcing

• Accounting,
Book Keeping, and Taxation
• Payroll Services

www.chengco.com.my

03 - 7984 8988
customerservice@chengco.com.my

Malaysia Branch
Kuala Lumpur • Pandan Indah • Ipoh • Pahang • Penang • Melaka • Batu Pahat • Johor Bahru • Klang • Terengganu • Sabah
International Branch
Singapore • Hong Kong • Shenzhen • Guangzhou • Perth

